
A Story of Hope the Rhino



In a far, far land in South Africa, where the sun 
always rises and home of many animals



There lives a family of cheetahs,…



A big herd of elephants,…



A family of giraffes 
with their long, long 
neck,…



A pair of lions with their 
baby cub,…



A big group of hippos who love sleeping and 
playing in the water,… 



A herd of the zebras with their beautiful 
stripes,… 



And there is also a happy family of rhinos.  



Hope is a baby white rhino girl and she just turned 2 
months old.



Hope’s great, great, great-grandparents have been living on 
Earth for a long, long time, more than 15 millions years ago.



While her family lives in South Africa, her cousins live in 
other places in Africa and Asia...



Hope really loves her mom and always wants to be 
with her everywhere. 



Hope’s mom is a big 
rhino and has two 
horns on her nose. 
While Hope is still 
young, so her horn is 
still tiny.



Hope’s horn is just like our fingernails and hair, and will
grow bigger when she gets older.



Hope and her mom love eating grasses. For 1 day, they
can eat more than 50kg of grasses.



She will need to eat more so one day she can be big 
and strong like her mom.

Hope’s mom is very big and weighs over 3500 kg, while Hope is
very little.



Rhinos are the second biggest mammals on land, while 
the biggest mammals on land is… ELEPHANTS!



Rhinos are big, but they can run really fast. They can run as 
fast as the cars. 



Hope’s best friends are Zoey the zebra, Elena the elephant, 
and Tommy the Oxpecker. 



Hope loves to race with Zoey and Elena…

Zoey is the fastest, while Hope is the second and Elena is the third. 



Tommy the oxpecker doesn’t like to race. He loves to sit on 
Hope’s back and gives her a scratch.



Hope loves her home and all the animals here. They all live 
in peace and happiness.



But Hope is always scared of humans… 



Humans have always hunted rhinos and taken rhino mothers
away from the babies.



Hope loves her mom so much, she is scared that 
one day humans will take her mom away from her. 



But Hope doesn’t hate humans…

She only hopes that one day, humans will 
not hunt rhinos and live with every 
animal in peace and happiness.



Until then, she just wishes to
stay by her mom’s side forever!


